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1	 where µ ij Is the dipole matrix element fox , the transition from I	 j, I E(r)I 2 Is
2 /cE,, times the intensity, a v  is the homogeneous line width, v o is the line-
,
center frequency, )(( vo ) is the peak field independent imaginary susceptihility,
and T1 is a characteristic ti,ue o,; the levels. bi ill, it is shown that, when the
intensity is well above saturation, the index change asymptotically ruches a
	
1	 maximum value,
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In the case of Doppler broadening with an associated line width, o vD, (2) is modi-
fied to
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This reaches a maximum value above saturation given by
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For a homogeneously broadened line, the maximum index change occurs for
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and, for an inhomogeneously broadened line, at
(v - v. ) - AVD + 11i1	 (7)
Far infrared (FIR) lasers fall into two categories. Most CW lasers are
operated in the Doppler-broadened regime, whereas high-power pulsed systems
are operated in the pressure-broadened region. Because these lasers are
uhtically pumped by CO. lasers, efficient use of pump power is crucial to opti-
mized performance.
Koepf and McAvoy (21 have dealt with the problem of best utilizing pump rower
throe-wh various resonator configurations. however, this treatment and others
have not dealt with `he effects of Index change and its associated effects on the
CO2 pump beam. The well-documented C11 3 F laser will be used to demonstrate
the requirement that these spatial effects be considered. C11 3 F has been operated
in CW and pulsed modes and therefore lends itself to the analysis. However, note
that it is not by any means a gas that exhibits the largest index effects. Other
FIR laser gases have much higher absorptior coefficients and associated non-
linearities.
1'he relevant parameters for CI1 3 F are:
Ji h 	= 40 M11 , /torr ,
AV[)	 = c,7 M11 	 ,
(v - v, ) = -40 MNZ
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C'	 where ( v - v , ) is an estimated value from the CO2 9µ 1 3 (20) line center to the
molecular line center. In equations 3 and 5, X"(v () ) can be replaced by
^7,nxxno
t
(R)tr
1	 where Y	 Is the peal: line-center absorption coefficient, Luid X is the wavelength.
This has a value of about 5 m -1 at 1 torn for C11,1 F. For CO2 intensities above
M ax
saturation call be estimated by using the CH 3 F data (IS = 2.3 x 102 W/cm2 toi•r2).
At 1.25 torr, the line is Doppler-broadened and leads to an index change of
	 i
1
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When the pressure is 2 torr, the line is homogeneously broadened, and the index
change is liven by	 i
hn	 (10,4)n =nb
1
Therefore, _-n the region of an intense beam, the index Is given by
n = n (1 -S) ,	 (9)
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k	 Beam Optics
The basic problem of what happens to the pump beam can be dealt with using
r.iy optics. Since most FIR lasers are pumped through a coupling hole, the pump
beam is u-3ually focused to a 1 to 3 mm %% , .list on entering the resonator. ^21 For
	
!	 a 20-watt CO2 laser, this produces intensities on the order of megawatts. "These
1
	
'	 levels are well ;above saturation. At the waist point, the beam will spread due
to diffraction with mi migle,
!j
nn wO u
1
where 
o 
is the input radius. The beam behavior can be analyzed by examining
the outermost ray (see Figure 1).
Referring to Figure 1,
n (l - S) i os o a , = ► Iii COS Ql
0 + 6)	 Gatti'	 (111
For a typical coupling hole which is 3.0 mm in diameter, ( I D = 2 x 10_
3
 rad.
Moreover, the new beam divergence angle, p, is 1.4 x 10 rad. This is an
11
order of magnitude larger than 0n.
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Whet ► the CO2 line iL' higher in ftrstslency than the molrcul:ir line center,
bn is positive wid. focusing or trapping of the pump power tales place. The
criterion for this is that the diffraction angle, O W is smaller than the critical
angle. This means that
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41	 p
%%lon irapping occurs, the pump beam is well-confined and can be used efficiently.
ill
	 case of beam defocusing. the beam size at a point 'l, in the laser can
be estimated by
This is equivalent to defocusing; at a waist by a diverging leis of focal lenk-th
w0
f =	 ^^	 (15)	
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The efficient utilir.atiun of Co., !rice I'u%tc'r 1*01' I+untping VIN I:lscrs in
crucial to optimir.lnt; then' comVrsion efficiencies. Because pumping; large
cross;-sectional areas is desiu •ahlc, it appears that a uVII -define,t (1untl+ beam
. ,	 g uicled by the proper resonator gcometry is tho most protilisil1g. "1 • hc cffccts
	
1
	
descrOwd here indicate that caulton must be exercised mhcn laser tutx' dlametcrs
are chosen so that the pump tram is not interfered tcith Own defocusing; occurs.
In conclusion, it aplvars that I'll' lasers that ti ld"hit high gains and are puml-^,d
on the fur side of the ahsorptic'n profile (resulting in tratiling;) would Iv the Ix`st
candidates for lnunp- resonator optimi,.atioll N't-ause the he:,nt lkl corttcs cccll-
d0fined and t ractahle.
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